


Thumbnails - 
experimenting with 
the character and 
generating ideas.



Character Development - 
experimenting with potential 
activities the character could 
engage in



Character Development - 
experimenting with potential 
activities the character could 
engage in



Swimming pool 
illustrations - looking 
into different styles and 
colour palettes.



Character 
development - 
experimenting with 
shapes and facial 
features.



Character design - moving 
forward with a design and 
experiementing with the design 
engaging in different activities.



Character design - looking 
into what clothing accessories 
could be added to the character 
to make it feel more unique



Thumbnails - 
experimenting 
with using frames 
to demonstrate 
the character 
moving through its 
environment



Thumbail - 
Experimenting 
with materials and 
texture within the 
illustration



Character design - 360 
degree turn around of character 
to ensure I had a good grasp of 
its dimesions



Swimming Pool Development 
- developing previous thumbnails 
and experimenting with colour 
palettes and style









Thumbnail - potential front 
cover idea, experimenting with 
the idea of using lighting to 
convey mood



Thumbnails - developing 
ideas for the spreads in the 
zine. Experimenting with 
composition and frames.



Developing Front Cover 
Illustration - experimenting 
with lighting and filters to give 
the illustration atmosphere.



Character 
design - 360 
degree turn 
around of both 
character to 
ensure I had a 
good grasp of 
their dimesions



Self Care Spread - 
developing previous 
thumbnails and 
experimenting with 
line width and colour 
combinations 



Self Care Spread 
- improving previous 
self care spread based 
upon feedback and 
observations from 
the development of 
the front cover.



Using Lighting 
and Blue Filters 
- applying what I 
learnt when creating 
the front cover and 
self care spreads 
to frames created 
previously



Final Zine - The final 
zine layout 











Final Zine - 
printed out zine



Poster Designs - 
Posters that could be 
displayed to promote 
mental wellbeing.









Poster Designs - 
Posters in context




